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Introduction 

Background and Methodology 
In October 2003, American Institutes for Research (AIR) conducted an expert review of the 
NC Health Info (www.nchealthinfo.org) and Missouri Community Connection 
(www.communityconnection.org/index.jsp) web sites. These web sites serve as a portal to 
local health resources in their community. In an expert review, usability professionals 
examine an interface to determine how well it adheres to good user interface design 
principles (i.e., heuristics). The basis for conducting expert reviews is that people trained in 
usability evaluation are known to find more problems more quickly than others, particularly 
than the developers of the product being tested (Nielsen, 1993; Nielsen & Molich, 1990).  

The goal of the expert review was to identify the positive aspects of each site as well as 
major usability issues. An additional objective was to recommend which areas of each web 
site should be incorporated into the design of a new prototype web site. The prototype will 
serve as a template for future sites that will be hosted by other states in the U.S. The National 
Library of Medicine’s MedlinePlus.gov will contain a “Go Local” feature that will allow 
users to link to these state- level sites.   

 
NC Health Info homepage           

 
 Missouri Community Connection homepage  

Four AIR usability specialists reviewed each web site’s user interface using a heuristics-
based design evaluation. Each reviewer spent a day performing predetermined, core tasks and 
independently evaluating the web s ite based on their experience and established heur istics. 
The tasks were designed to ensure that reviewers explored many of the site’s sections. Two 
of the experts performed additional tasks provided by the National Library of Medicine. All 
tasks are listed be low:  

NC Health Info Tasks 

 You want to help a family member stop smoking cigarettes. Find out what kinds of 
smoking addiction services are offered statewide. 

 Find out about epilepsy resources in the Greenville area. 
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 After researching epilepsy resources in the Greenville area, you are unhappy with the 
results. Please find more resources by increasing your search. 

 Use the web site to help you locate an oncologist in Rowan County. 
 Please locate a textbook de finition of dieffenbachia. 
 Find out where to go get contact information for organizations that do not have their 

own web sites. 
 You are interested in reading up on recent research about bone cancer. Please locate 

appropriate articles on this topic. 
 You know of a web s ite that is not currently listed on the NC Health Info site, but 

would be useful to include. Send the Webmaster your recommendation. 
 You’re looking for a list of support groups for breastfeeding mothers.*   
 You need information on services for kidney patients.* 
 You need information on dialys is centers.*  
 You need some information on assisted living in Charlotte.* 

Missouri Community Connection Tasks 

 Locate long-term nursing care facilities in Lewis County. 
 You want to help a family member stop smoking cigarettes. Find out what kinds of 

smoking addiction services are offered statewide. 
 Locate all clinics in central Missouri. 
 Please locate all not-for-profit cancer organizations within 10 miles of your house. 

You live at: 10 Main Street, St. Louis, Missouri 63108. 
 Locate the contact information for the Missouri Department of Social Services. 
 You are moving to Harrison County, Missouri, but you do not know what region this 

is considered. Use the map to help you locate YMCAs in your region. 
 You know of a web site that is not currently listed on the Missouri Community 

Connection site, but would be useful to include. Send the webmaster your 
recommendation. 

 You want to find out about support groups for breastfeeding mothers.*  
 You want to find dialysis centers in central Missouri.* 

 
 
Each reviewer worked independently to identify positive features and opportunities for the 
design refinement of each site. We then compared and consolidated findings from each of the 
reviewers and offered recommendations to consider when designing the new site. The 
following section presents an overview of our findings followed by a set of more detailed 
find ings and recommenda tions.  
 
 
 
 
*Provided by NLM 
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Findings and Recommendations 

Overview 

If the National Library of Medicine decides to choose one of the two web sites to act as a 
model for the new prototype, all four experts agree that the NC Health Info web site should 
serve as that mode l (rather than the Missouri Community Connection site). Although we 
identified usability problems with both web sites, we feel that the NC Health Info site 
provides a more intuitive user interface than the Missouri Community Connection site. The 
NC Health Info site has an advantage over the Missouri web site in all major aspects of web 
design, especially visual style, information architecture and navigation scheme.  

The NC Health Info site projects a more appropriate visual style than the Missouri 
Community Connection site. The NC Health Info site contains a suitable balance of text and 
graphics, and the graphics selected nicely complement the purpose of the site. The consistent 
user of color on this site helps reduce the possibility for visual confus ion. In contrast, the 
Missouri Community Connection site does not use color in a way that enhances the site’s 
options. The graphics included on the site are more indicative of a site designed for younger 
audiences, which not only detracts from its professionalism, but creates discord between the 
purpose of the site and its projected image.   

The organization of information on the NC Health Info s ite is more intuitive than on the 
Missouri site. On the latter web site, it is difficult to identify where to start conducting tasks 
and what the options are. This is probably due to the lack of information hierarchy on the 
homepage. In contrast, the NC Health Info site presents a clear hierarchy of options on the 
homepage, making it easy to identify how to begin.  

Overall, navigating the NC Health Info site proved much less challenging than navigating the 
Missouri Community Connection site. Although the Missouri site provides users with more 
opt ions when conducting a  search, the site utilizes a variety of navigation controls for 
manipulating these options, and the controls are poorly laid out, which makes it difficult to 
determine how they relate to one another. Additionally, the Missouri site does not present the 
user with their search results immediately, but instead, forces the user to select from a series 
of sub-topics. Users may not be able to accurately predict which sub-topic contains the 
preferred result, and this can quickly lead the user down the wrong path. The NC Health Info 
site, on the other hand, utilizes a more straightforward approach to performing tasks. On this 
site, navigation is intuitive and controls are placed in a consistent location. Also, users are 
informed of each step in the process of conducting a search. We were pleased that the steps 
to complete tasks on this site seemed to follow a logical order.   

Below, we present a more detailed list of findings and recommendations based on the 
evaluation of both web sites. Each recommendation is presented in bold and is followed by a 
descriptive explanation.   
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Detailed Findings  and Recommendations  
 

1. Limit the homepage length to one screen of information if possible, but ensure 
tha t all ma jor opt ions are included on this page. Both web sites effectively avoided 
requiring users to scroll on the homepage. However, we found that the Missouri 
Community Connection site did not include all major options on the homepage. For 
instance, the option to use Google search was buried on a secondary level page. 
Research suggests that information that is not placed above the fold on the homepage 
will most likely be overlooked, rendering the site less effective.  

 

 
 

2. Provide a link to MedlinePlus.gov for additiona l health information. Currently, 
the NC Health Info site provides such a link, but also gives the user access to some 
MedlinePlus secondary links on its homepage. The area designated to MedlinePlus is 
equal to the area dedicated to main purpose of the web site (i.e., finding health 
services web sites). Dedicating so much screen real estate to MedlinePlus topics may 
cause confusion about the purpose of the site. We recommend providing just one link 
to MedlinePlus’ homepage, in conjunction with a short description of the site’s 
features to inform users who do not arrive at the Go Local site via MedlinePlus.gov. 
This will also free up screen real estate for other important options such as “Ask a 
Librarian” and “Suggest a site.” 

 

 
 
3. Allow users to search for web resources by key word or by drilling down 

through topics. Each of the sites contained useful functions for conducting a web 
resource search.  Combining these functions and including them in the new site would 
provide users with more flexibility in approaching a search.  
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4. Ensure that category headings a re descriptive and enable the user to predict 

wha t kind of information they will find by clicking on them. Although the 
category headings  on the NC Health Info homepage are not in and o f themselves 
overly descriptive, the examples provided under each heading (such as “Birth 
Centers” under “Programs & Facilities”) were extremely helpful in identifying the 
type of information contained within each section. The Missouri Community 
Connection site also includes ambiguous category headings, such as 
“Organizational/Community/International” which may lead users down the wrong 
path.  

 

 

 

 
5. Allow users to select locations through text links, by zip code, and spat ially (i.e., 

such as an interactive map). Including all of these functions in the new site would 
provide users with flexibility and enable them to further limit their search. Each of the 
sites contains useful functions for designating location. The NC Health Info site 
provides text links and an interactive map, while the Missouri Community 
Connection site allows users to search by zip code.  It should be noted that although 
the Missouri site contains a map, this map is marginally useful. Users will 
undoubtedly assume the map is clickable, yet it only serves as a reference. Including 
an interactive map in the new design is much more preferable.  
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6. Allow users to search for multiple cities, counties or regions simultaneously.  
Although the NC Health Info site allows users to expand a search for neighboring 
counties, this function is only available once the user has conducted a primary search. 
It may be more useful to provide this capability at the top-level, so users can locate 
information more efficiently.  

 
7. Allow users to execute a search by using the “Enter” key on their keyboard. The 

Missouri Community Connection web site does not enable users to execute a search 
by pressing “Enter.” Instead, this action reloads the homepage. Since industry 
standard dictates that users will be accustomed to using the “Enter” key to perform a 
search, we recommend designing the new site accordingly. 

 
8. When displayi ng search results, provi de users with the total number of results 

returned. The NC Health Info site did not provide users with this information, and 
although the Missouri site did, the link was not easily recognized. We recommend 
including the total number of results at the top of the screen to enable users to 
compare the information they receive when using different modes of searching.  
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9. Provi de information in search results about each resource’s location or which 

communities they serve, as well as a short description of each site (if available). 
The Missouri Community Connection web site provides more of this type of 
information than the NC Health Info web site. For example, the NC Health Info site 
does not inform users which specific location(s) are served by the various web 
resources. Including as much information about each resource as possible will 
facilitate the process of narrowing down one’s options.  

 

 
 

10. Allow users to change  or expand their search from the search results page . 
Although the NC Health Info allowed users to expand their search for neighboring 
counties or for the entire state from the results page, not all aspects of the search are 
adjustable from this screen. Enabling users to refine their search from the results 
screen (as done on superpages.com or travelocity.com) will eliminate the step of 
navigating back to the homepage.  

 

 
 

11. Provi de users with appropriate related topics and ensure that these topics do not 
obstruct the user from the main content of the page. The NC Health Info site 
contains a “Related Topics” section that appears to present useful links. However, this 
section is presented before the “Page Contents” options, which may be problematic. 
Present users with the contents of the current page first, followed by related 
information. Alternatively, place related information in the right-hand column as an 
adjunct. 
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12. Organize topic headings  alphabetically, a nd prov ide users with the option of 
jumping to a specific letter. If a topic begins with a number rather than a letter, 
spell out the number.  Alphabetical ordering proved to be an effective way to 
organize topics on both web sites. However, the Missouri Community Connection 
site did not contain a mechanism for jumping to a specific letter of the alphabet, a 
function that enables users to quickly reach the desired information. The NC Health 
Info site provides a good model for this functionality, except when it begins lists with 
numbers rather than letters.   

 
 

13. Provide cross-references whenever possible. For example under “Ciga rettes,” 
direct users to “see Smoking.” The NC Health Info site currently provides a wealth 
of cross-references. We recommend continuing with this approach in the design of 
the new site. 
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14. Avoi d the use of medical jargon (such as “smoking cessation programs,” 
“diagnostic services,” etc.). We identified the use of medical jargon on both web 
sites. Because the layperson may be unfamiliar with such technical medical phrases, 
we recommend avoiding the use of jargon.  

  
 

14. Ensure that terms are used consistently throughout the web site. Throughout the 
NC Health Info site terms are used interchangeably to represent different things (for 
example “Breast Feeding” and “Breastfeeding Consultants”). To avoid confusion, 
consolidate similar terms or ensure that they lead to similar locales.  
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15. Treat link text in a consistent manner. Consistent treatment of links assists users in 

identifying what the opt ions are on each page. We identified incons istencies in the 
treatment of links on both web sites evaluated. On the NC Health Info site link color 
is consistent througho ut the site, but the use of underlining is inconsistent. On the 
Missouri Community Connection site, color, underline, and icons are all used 
inconsistently for links.   

 

  

 
16. Ensure that link labels match the text of corresponding titles and headings . For 

example, on the NC Health Info site, we found that the link for “Statewide 
Resources” connects the user to the “Related Statewide Web sites” section. Ensuring 
that such labels are consistent will assist users in identifying their location within the 
site. 

 

 
 

17. Avoid the use of uppercase text for links. Uppercase font can contribute to poor 
readability when used with text links that are in close proximity to one another. We 
suggest using uppercase sparingly, and saving it for attention-getting information.    
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18. Do not create separate functions of the site for resources that do not maintain 
their own individual web sites; rather, integrate these resources with those that 
do. We found it confusing and unnecessary to designate a separate function for 
resources that do not maintain their own web sites. The NC Health Info site currently 
uses this approach with their “Directories” section. However, with this method, users 
may not understand why resources in the “Directories” do not appear when 
performing a general search. It might prove more intuitive to fold these resources into 
the general search topics and provide an appropriate sub-heading on the results pages. 

 

19. Include a function for users to “Sugge st a s ite.” Ensure that this function is 
housed within the web site, rather than launching the user’s email program. 
Including such a function may increase the capability of the web site’s search feature, 
while keeping the community involved. The “Suggest a site” function on the NC 
Health Info site was more robust than the “Contact CC” function on the Missouri site 
because it provided the user with pre-determined fields for gathering information. The 
“Contact CC” function simply launched the user’s default e-mail program, which may 
confuse the user and decrease the likelihood of sending useful suggestions.    
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20. Ensure that users can easily access the homepage  from any point within the site, 

by placing a “Home” link in an obvious and expected location. The “Home” link 
on the Missouri Community Connection’s secondary- level pages is placed below the 
fold, rather than in the standard location (top o ne-third of the screen).  In addition to 
its hidden location, the “Home” link is treated visually different than other primary 
links within the site, making it difficult to identify it as an important link. Note that 
many users will also expect to be able to reach the homepage by clicking on the site’s 
logo.  
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